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I.

INTRODlJCTION
The United States has determined that it should manage the living

marine resources off its coasts.
a formidable task before it.

It is safe to say that the nation has

The task involves the management of dyna-

mic and extremely ccrnplex ecosystems.

It also involves the management

of fishermen, \vho are a fiercely indeppJ1dent group.

Fishermen have

wrestled a livelihood from the sea and they resent bureaucrats who
tell them where, when, and how to fish.

Furthennore, the nation wants

to reap as much as it possibly can from the sea and conserve the sea's
resources at the same time.

In short, t:he nation is striving to push a

natural system that it does not fully understand to the limit of its
productive capacity, and to do that it must manaqe a group that does not
want to be managed.

Consequently, tishery managemen t is a rather

controversial subject.
The nation's fishery management regime has three prbnary sets of
players:

the scientific advisors, the managers, and the fishermen.

The

advisors include federal agencies, state agencies, universities,
regional and i nt e r s t a t e bodies, and international bodies.

The National

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has the lead role as scientific advisor.
Fishery managers include federal agencies, state agencies, regional
bod.ies , international bodies, and the fishing industry itself.

The role

of lead manager is unclear, but for sake of this study the lead manaqers
will be assumed to be those regional bodies called the Regional Fishery
Management Councils.

The fishermen consist of

UNO

groups, the

comrne~

cial fishing industry and the recreational fishing industry.
The success of this management regime is debatable.

Many important

2

fish stocks are overfished and the great potential that is envisioned of
this resource is not being realized.

Al.L of the players are probably to

blame as well as the institutional framework.

Since the management

regime is still new, its advisors and rranagers lack the experience they
need for unqualified success.
hope on the present system.

Many think that it is too soon to give up
If that is the case, then improvements in

the management regime must be sought.
There is a great vol.ume of literature on the subject of fishery
management, so this study will not address management strategies.

The

assumption is made that regardless of the lnanagement strategies chosen,
there will be a continuing need for good scientific advice.

The advi-

sors, the fisheries scientists, may lack experience at supplying fiahery
managers with the information that is needed, but nonetheless they are
experts at their science.

This di3cussion will therefore not presume to

tell the experts how to advance their science.

Neither will this study

attempt to tell fishermen how to fish.
If the scientific advisors cannot provide the fishery managers with
the information they desire, then perhaps the management of fisheries
research could be improved.

M used he re "managenent" 1S def ined

broadly to include the instructions and the funding that the researchers
are given.

"Fisheries research" is also defined broadly for the pur-

poses of this paper.

It means the collection of any biological, econo-

mic, or aocial information which relevant to fisheries management.
also means

adv~~cing

the understand1ng of marine ecosystems.

In addi-

tion, it includes the analysis and dissemination of the information
which is gathered, as well as the monitoring of marine resources and
fishing activities.

It

Thi s st.udy .." ill assess the fisheries research
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progr~n

of the lead scientific advisor, the NMFS.

The elements of this assessment are as follows.

The instructions

which the Congress has given to the NMFS will be reviewed..

This

includes a wide variety of statutory mandates, perhaps the mast important of which is the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management
(MFCMA).

The NMFS research program will also be reviewed to examine the

extent to which the program follows the mandated instructions.
problB~

~ct

Then the

between the lead fishery managers and the NMFS, as an advisor,

will be highlighted. and the management of the research program will be
discussed..

The study will conclude with some observations on the trends

for the future of the NMFS fishery research program.
The National Marine Fisheries Service is an agency within the
National Oceanic
of Camnerce.

~1d

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of

~le

Department

The NMFS does not conduc t all of the f i.sher i.es research

within NOM, but it does conduct most; of it.

The NMFS does

30me

cooperative work on the research of oceanography and pollution and their
relationships to living madne resources with the Office of OCeanic and
Atmospheric Research (OAR) and the National Ocean Service (NOS).
the OAR and the NOS also belong to the NOM.
itself to the work of the
mentioned.

~~S,

Both

This study will confine

but the cooperative programs will be
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II.

THE LEGISLATIVE MANDA'IE
prelilninary Discussion and Historical Notes
There is a rather bnpressive collection of statutory authorities

for NOAA-wide activities.

ThePiscal Year 1987 NOAA budget proposal,

which was submitted by the Executive Office to Congress in February of
1986, lists 114 individual Sections of the United States Code
justification for NOAA funding. 1

(uSC)

as

These are of course only those sec-

tions which address the need for funding.

These Code Sections are

derived from an accumulation of over 130 Acts of Congress

d~ting

back to

1807. 2
Of these, there are at least 45 statute3 relevant to the conduct of
fisheries research. 3 The exact number is subject to individual interpretation as there are several Acts that merely assume that the S2Cretary of Commerce will have
resources.

a~

expertise in the field of living marine

Collectively, the statutes give the Secreta!"y of Ccmnerce a

direct ma:ndate to conduct a variety of living marine resource studies.
A frequently used description is that such studies will be comprehensive
and continuing. 4 Same of the authorities are quite broad in scope and
others are quite narrow.
The

NJ'-1FS

can claim l87l as its date of origin, although it has a

history of name changes and Executive reorganizations.

'rhe original

Commissioner of FiSh and Fisheries was an independent agent charged with
the investigation of both the decline in fishery resources and any consecvation measures ....hich might be necessary.::>

In 1903 the Fish Cammis-

sion became part of tl1e Deparbnent ot Commerce and Labor ffild was
the Bureau of Fisheries.6

rena~d

The Department of Commerce and Labor was

5

divided into the Department of Cannerce and the Deparbnent of labor in
1915.

'Ihe Bureau was made a part of the Department of Carmerce at that,

time, but in 1939 it was transferred to the Deparbnent of the Interior. 7
In 1940 the Bureau of Fisheries merged with the Bureau of Biological
Survey, formerly of the Department of Agr iculture, and the two became
the Fish and Wildlife Service. 8

In 1956 the Service was divided into

two subordinate bureaus, the Bureau of Cannercial Fisheries (PCF) and
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. 9

In 1970, under Executive

Reorganization Plan Number 4, 'Ihe National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Admi.ni.at.rat.ion (NOAA) was formed within the Departrnent of Cannerce.
BCF

beca~e

The

a part of NOAA and was renamed ctle National Marine Fisheries

Service (NMFS).lO
The authorities that remained with the NMFS through its evolution
and those that were added since the 1970 reorganization are the subject
of this revie.. .«,

Regardless of the original language of any of the Acts,

the authorities mentioned here are considered to be vested in the Secretary of Commerce (the secretary) and, insofar as the conduct of
fisheries research is concerned, may be assumed to be delegated to the
NMFS.ll

The following review cites the appropriate Titles and Sections

of the United States Code as the statutory authority for the conduct of
fisheries research by the NMFS, although many of the popular names of
the original Acts are included..

Sane of the roore important authorities

are addressed a"c.the end of the review.
Before proceeding with the legislative review, the applicable concerns of t.he Carmission on Marine Science, Engineering, and Resources
will be noted.

The Carmission, better known as the Stratton Carmission,

studied the Nation's marine resources very carefully and advised the

6

Nation on issues of ocean policy with respect to those resources.
published a report, Our

Na~ion

and

~e

'!hey

Sea, in 1969 and this report pre-

cipitated the 1970 reorganization which created the NOM.
The Stratton Commission pointed aut that the government had given
inadequate support to its fisheries .12

'!he Commission reported a

general lack of knowledge regarding the

distri~ltion,

optlinUffi yield,

life cycles, and ecological relationships of many species. 13 The report
indicated that lnore study was needed on habitats.

Specifically, it was

found that a greater understanding was needed of biological and physical
environmental relationships Eor predictive purposes,14 and that a
greater understanding of natural processes in nearshore and estuarine
waters was needed to determine and control ant.hropac chanqes co those
waters. l S
While illuminating tbe need for biological research, the report
also noted the tendency to focus primarily on biological research at the
expense of exploratory fishing and technological development. 16 The
report recarmended that the government make an effort to locate, and
determine the sust'1inable yield for, underutilized. species, then to
develop the technology to harvest, process, and market them in the most,
efficient manner .17

It was also determined that this should be done

with the aL~ of meeting economic and social needs. 18

The report indi-

cated that this meant locating new market.s , improving the gathering of
fishery st.at.Lst.ics , and conducting research and survey activities in
support of specific fishery missions. 19 The report also found that tbe
goverrunent should advance aquaculture.20

With the oossible recent
"

exception of aquacultural advancement,the Congress has given the
authority to the

~~

to address these concerns.
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Legislative Review
Research Orientation and the Objects of Study
The original "organic" act of 1871 21 establishes the orientation
toward conservation and management of fishery resources. 22

Investiga-

tion into the loss of fishery resources, the causes thereof, and protective rreasures is mandated. 23

Investigation directed at "ameliorating"

the damage to fishery resources caused by predators and towards finding
economic uses for predators is authorized. 24
Since then both the scope of the mission and the objects of attention have been specified in greater detail.

Anadraoous fishery resour-

ces are to be conserved, developed, and enhanced. 25 The Secretary is
authorized and direc~od to establish salmon cultural stations. 26 The
study of the size, distribution, and causes of the decline of populations of striped bass is authorized. 27 Scientific research "on fur seal
resources of the North Pacific Ocean" is mandated in support of international agreements. 28

All federal agencies are authorized to assist

with research to support the Inter-American Tropical lUna Cammission. 29
The Secretary "is directed to undertake a ... study of the migratory
marine fish of interest to recreational fishermen". 30 'rhis research is
to include stock identity and migration, growth and rrortality rates,
survival variations, and environmental influences.
Capital Assets
The acquisition of capital assets to support research is specifically authorized in numerous sections of Title 16 of the United States
Code.

The establishment of a fish rescue and mussel propagation station
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on the Mississippi River is required. 31

Salmon cultural stations in the

Columbia River Basin have already been mentioned.

The Farrington Act of

1947, as amend~j,32 authorizes laboratories and research vessels 33 for
the exploration, investigation, development, and maintenance of the high
seas fishery resources ot the

u.s.

and its possessions in the tropical

and subtropical Pac if ic OCean. 34 The Secretary is directed to acquire
vessels and equipment fran other federal agencies in support of the
Atlantic Coast fish study. 35 Similarly, the Secretary is directed to
acquire lands, facilities, vessels, and equipment in support of the
Migratory Game Fish study.36
Comprehensive Studies
Often, studies are to be comprehensive.

The Migratory Game Fish

study is to be comprehensive and continuing. 37 The Atlantic Coast Fish
study is to be a canprehensive and continuing study of Atlantic coast
fish, including those of bays, sounds, and tributaries for development,
protection, and management relevant to bot.h sport and comnercial
fishing. 38

The Whale Conservation and Protection study Act ot 1976 39

requires the comprehensive study of all whales w,d factors affecting
tl1eir abundance in waters under U.S. jurisdiction, including tl1e

u.s.

Exclusive Econanic Zone. 40 The National ocean Pollution Planning Act of
1978, as amended, requires the Adminstrator of NOAA to conduct a canprehensive program of research, development, and monitoring of marine
pollution,41 and by reference to the Mar ine Protection, Research, ana.
Sanctuaries Act, this research shall include possible short and long
range effects of pollution on ma.rine ecosystems.42
Similarly, Title II of the Marine Protection, Research, and
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Sanctuaries Act of 1972, as amended, directs the Secretary to conduct
comprehensive and continuing research and monitoring of the effects of
ocean dumping. 43

"The research shall include the long range effects of

pol.Lut ion , overfishing, and man induced changes of ocean ecosystems. 1144

This statute directs the Secretary to assess natural resource damages
resulting fran oil spills. 45 Title III of the Act authorizes the
Secretary to designate marine sanctuaries in order to "ensure coordinated and comprehensive conservation and management of the

are~,

including resource protection, scientific research, and public
education ".46

Among the considerations for selecting an area are its

"contribution to biological productivity" and ecological importance to
"corrrner cially important or threatened species". 47 The Secretary is to
assess the resources of the area 48 and conduct research and educational
programs as are necessary and reasonable to carry out" the intent of the
Act. 49
Funding Outside of the NMFS Budget

Two statutes provide a source of funding outside of the federal
budget to support research.

The Saltonstall-Kennedy Fishery Products

Act of 1954, as amended, directs the Secretary of Agricl.llture to provide
the Secretary funds equaling 30 percent of customs duties collected on
fishery products. 50

These funds are to be used to assist fisheries

research and development projects and to 1mplement a national fisheries
research and development program. 5l

Approvable projects and the program

must include research into "harvesting, processing, marketing, and associated infrastructures ".52

All the rroneys in the fund are mandated to

be used exc'lus Ive ly tor this purpose and no less than 60 percent of the
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fund shall be for direct industry grants. 53

In fact, since the 1983

amendment, which established the 60 percent figure, grant totals have
been between eight and ten million dollars per year. 54 The grants have
been less than 30 percent, of the fund for each of fiscal years 1983
through 1986 and 't he balance has been used to offset the general NMFS
budget. 55

(See Figure 1.)

While this might appear to some as illegal,

it is justified on the basis that an appropriation Act is al.so law and,
being m:.xerecent , it supercedes previous legal mandates .56
The other Act, vmich is certainly less well known in fishery circles, is

~~e

as amended.

Agricultural

~£ade

Development and

~sistance

Act of 1954,

The Act authorizes the use of foreign currencies received

from the sale of surplus agricultural products for scientific research
and the dissemination of scientific ffild technological information, among
other things. 57

Although the Act appears rather broad in its applicabi-

lity, the NMFS has obtained funding under its authority.58
Aquaculture
While there are a few authorities for the conduct of aquacultural
research by the Secretary of Commerce, the National Aquaculture
Imflrovement Act of 1985 gives the national lead in aquaculture to the
Department of Agriculture. 59 Most of the attendant duties are now the
responsibility of the Secretary of Agriculture but

t~e

Secretary of

Commerce is mandated to research any possible adverse affects on capture
fisheries by competition from aquaculture and report the results to
Congress by December 31, 1987.60

The Secretary of Commerce also shares

with the Secrecaries of Agriculture and the Interior the mandate to
research and experiment with aquacultural production.61

Until recently
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the Secretary of Crnmerce had the legal author i ty to conduct an
aquacultural research program with shellfish at Milford, Connecticut,
but those s ta t ut es have been repealed. 62
Cooperative Research
A large number of statutes require, direct, or authorize the
Secretary of Commerce (the Secretary)

DO

cooperate with interested par-

ties or agencies at levels ranging from local to international on matters relating to fisheries research.

-rhree Congressional actions give

approval to the fonnation of the interstate coastal Marine Fisheries
Camnissions for the protection, management, and better utili,.;ation of
fishery resources.

The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission was

authorized by joint resolution in 1940. 63

The Pacific Marine Fisheries

Carrnission was q iven consent and approval by an Act in 1947. 64 The Gulf
States Marine Fisheries Commission was given consent ffild approval by
joint resolution in 1949. 65
Service was named as the

In each case the tilen Fish and Wildlife

prh~ry

research agency and was to cooperate

with state research agencies. 66 Cooperative projects are still being
conducted by various states and the NMFS.
There are other authorities for cooperative research.

The Fish and

Wildlife Coordination Act of 1934, as amended, authorizes the Secretary
to cooperate with federal or state and public or private agencies with
respect to the conservation and development of those fishery resources
affected by water resource development projects. 67 The \.vhaling
Convention Act of 1949, as amended, authorizes research to assist the
International Whaling Ccm:nission. 68 Moreover, the Secretary is
authorized co enter into cooperative arrangements with colleges, univer-
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sities, state fish and game deparbnents, and non-profit organizations. 69
These arrangements include the assigrunent of technical personnel and
equipment to the cooperative task.
Several levels of cooperation are used to ensure the protection of
endangered or threatened species of mar i.ne an ima.Ls,

The Endangered

Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended, requires the Secretary to
cooperate with the Secretary of the Interior in preparing ffild maintaining an endangered species list. 70

He is also required to develop

and implement recovery plans 71 and to cooperate with states "to the
maxL~um

extent practicable" for the conservation of endangered and

threatened species. 72

All federal agencies are required to consult wi th

the Secretary of Cannerce and "the Secretary of the Interior when federal
actions conflict with the ESA73 and ~~ey shall make relevant biological
assessments when there is a conflict. 74

Both Secretaries are to

cooperate with the Secretary of State in the promotion of international
programs to conserve endangered species. 75
It should be noted that even if the Secretary of Carmerce (the
Secretary) is not directly authorized to carry out research under a
cooperative agreement, some level of activity is implied by the term
"cooperate".

:Even when the Secretary is merely issuing grants or

contracts sane knowledge of the subject is obviously needed.

The

Cent.ral , Western, and South Pacific Fisheries Developnent Act of 1972,76
as amended, authorizes the Secretary to implement, "directly or by
contract", a development program for the "tuna and other latent fishery
resources" of the named regions . 77

The program is mandated to include

"exploration •.. stock assessment, ... gear developnent, •.. biological
resource rronitoring, and an economic evaluation". 78

Am:mg those named
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to cooperate in this program are the Pacific Tuna Development Foundation,
"the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of State, the State of
Hawaii and other affected states", the governments of u.S. Pacific
possessions, educational institutions I the commercial fishing industry,
and appropriate foreign states. 79
The Secretary is authorized to enter into cooperative agreements
with states and other non-federal interests by the Anadromous Fish Conservation Act of 1965, as amended. 80

The Act details the limits of

federal funding to be supplied for state-conducted research into the
conservation, development, and enhancement of certain an3dranous fishery
resources. 81

All federal agencies are authorized to cooperate with the

International North Pacific Fisheries Cammission. 82 The Secretary is
directed to study the effect of the Japanese drift gillnet salmon
fishery on marine marrmals. 83 Cooperative research with Japan is also
indicated because the allowance for incidental catch of Dall porpoise by
J3p<m is subject to a joint research effort

~vi th

the Uni ted States on

the 1mpacts of the salmon fishery on marine mammals. 84
Authority to Issue Grants and Contracts
Same authority to issue grants and contracts has already been
shown.

More are reviewed below, and while they do not give authority

for the NMFS to conduct research, they are included because the work
that grants and contracts support augments the fisheries research of the
NMFS.

'Ihe Canmercial Fisher ies Research and Development Act of 1964, as

amended, authorizes the Secretary to cooperate with st.aces on research
and development projects for commercial fishery resources and to supplement funding of state projects. 85

This Act is designated as Public Law
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88-309 and the state aid rronies are comonl.y refered to as "88-309"

grants.

The Federal Aid in Fish Restoration Act of 195J, as amended,

(also known a3 the Dingell-Johnson Act) requires the Secretary to
cooperate with states for sport fishery restoration and management and
authorizes the Secretary to fund up to 75 percent of approved
projects. 86 Under another statute, the Secretary is allowed to "provide
grants to prepare reports and plans

in

o~der

to promote coordinated

research, enforcement, enhancement, and management of the salinon and
steelhead resources within the Washington and Columbia River conservation areas".87
Perhaps the best

kno~

legislation concerning grants is the

National Sea Grant College Program Act of 1966, as amended.
zes the Secretary to use grants and contracts

to

It authori-

"increase the

understanding, assessment, development, utilization, and conservation of
G~e Nation's ocean and coastal resources. 8S

The National Sea Grant

College Program is administered by the NOAA Office of Oceanic and
Atmospheric Reaearch and the Director of the progr3.ffi must have expertise
in related fields and shall encourage cooperation and coordination with
other related federal programs. 89
Consultation
Sane legislation requires other federal agencies to consult with
the Secretary of Commerce in regard to fishery resources.

The Federal

Po.Y'er Act of 1920, as amended, requires Federal Power Ccmnission licensees to constnJct and operate any fishways that the Secretary may
prescribe. 90

The Atlantic Tunas Convention Act of 1975, as amended,

authorizes the Secretary of S·tate to accept or object to the recannen-
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dations of the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic
Tunas (ICCAT) , with the concurrence of the Secretary of Carmerce, who is
required to implement those recoamendations which are accepted. 91

All

federal agencies are authorized to cooperate with ICCAT for research
upon request. 92
The Eastern Pacific Tuna Licensing Act of 1984 establishes a similar arrangement pursuant to the Eastern Pacific OCean Tuna Fishing
Agreenent of 1983, although cooperative research is not authorized. 93
The Secretary of the Interior is directed to cooperate and consult with
the Secretary of Carmerce (the Secretary), among others, in the carrying
out of a natural resources study of the Channel Islands National Park. 94
Sane consultation with the Secretary regarding the impacts of the
develorxnent of other natural resources upon fisheries resources is indicated in the Alaska National Interest Lffilds Conservation Act of 1980. 95
There are other authorities which require the Secretary (either
explicitly or implicitly) to develop some knowl.edqe of the adverse
impacts which sane activities not celated to f i s he r i e s might have upon
fishery resources.

The Deepwater Port Act of 1974, as amended, is con-

cerned with the regulation of deepwater ports and the protection of the
marine envirornnent outside of the territorial sea. 96

It requires the

Secretary ofrransportation to consult with the Secretary before
prescribing regulations pertaining to site evaluation and before
establishing envi.ronmencal. review criteria. 97 'rhe Canprehensive
Environmental Respon3e, Canpensation, and Liability Act of 1980 is concerned with liability and compensation for cleanup and damages caused by
Lhe release of certain hazardous substances into the envirorunent.98

The

President may aelect the Secretary of Cannerce to assess any damages to
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natural resources in the marine environment. 99
Special Projects
There is also legislation which could be considered as authorization for special projects.

Certainly same of the missions already dis-

cussed could be called special projects.

The Jellyfish Act of 1966

authorizes the Secretary to research, directly or by contract, the abundance and distribution of jellyfish and other pests, their effect on
fiSh, shellfish, and

rec~eation,

including floating seaweed. 100
L~e states

ffi1d

and the

cont~ol

of these pests,

This is to be done in oooperation wi t h

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. L01

In addition, the

Secretary is authorized to research the abundance, ecology, and the
control of the Crown of Thorns starfish in order to protect Pacific
island co~al reefs fram this predator. 102 Relevant federal agencies
were authorized to cooperate wi th the Secretary of the Interior in a
mandated study and inventory of estuaries and rhe i r resources, including
their value to fi3hery resources. 103

Although the study was completed

in 1970 there is still a requirement for federal agencies to consider
eSLuaries ~n any development progra~s.104
The Fish and Wildlife Act
Several Acts have been saved for discussion until the end of this
review in order to examine them more closely.

The Fi3h and Wildlife Act

of 1956, as amended, is particularly nocewor thy because it contains the
most inclusive summation of the fishery research missions assigned to
the Secretary.
~ld

Continuing investigations into the following subjects

the dissenination of infonnation so gathered are lnandated:
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- 'rhe production and marketing of fishery products,
- The "availability, abundance and hiol.oqical, requirements" of
fishery resources,
The economic condition of the fishing industry,
- 'r he collection of fishery statistics,
- The "collection ... of atat.Lst.ics on the .nat ur e and availability
of wildlife",
- "The improvement of production and marketing practices" and "the
conduct of educational and extension services relative to commercial and recreational fishing", and
- Any other related subject that the Secretary determines to be in
the public interest. lOS
Furthenrore ,the Secretary shall "develop and reconnend measures ... to
ensure the maximum sus ta i.nabIe production of f i.sh and fishery products"
and the Secretary is to "take steps for the development, advancement,
management, conservation, and protection of fisheries resources".l06
Mar ineM.a.rnmals
The Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, as amended, is significant because it best represents the extension of the Secretary I s responsibilities beyond food fishes into the protection of other wildlife.
The Act is concerned with Treasures to end the ki l.Li.nq of marine rnarrmals
generally and the Secretary is given respons tbiLi ty for whal.es , porpoises, seals, and sea lions. 107 The Secretary has qualified authority
to waive the moratorium on the taking of marine mamnals for research
purposes or as incidental to canmercial fishing.10a

Among the qualifi-

cations is the requirement to have due regard tor the "distribution,
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abundance, breeding habits, and times and lines of migratory movements
of such marine mammals" .109

The Secretary must prescribe any necessary

regulations on the taking of marine

mamnal,s

"on the bas i.s of the best

scientific evidence available" .1 10 The Act introduces the concept of
"optimum sustainable population".lll

'I'he

Secretary may give grants for

marine mammal research. 112 The Secretary is directed to research and
develop harvesting techniques
marine

I~ls ~~d

a~d

gear in order to reduce the take of

toward this end he or she is enpowered to place

observers aboard U.8. cannercial fishing vessels. 113 The Secretary is
required to cooperate with the Marine Mffinnal Commission and the
Commission of Scientific Advisors on Marine Mammals.114
The Marine

~nmal

Protection Act requires the Secretary to

"undertake a study of the North Pacific fur seals".115

Research on

North Pacific fur Beals is also authorized by the Fur Seal Act of
1966. 116 The Secretary is authorized to conserve and manage L~ese seals
and to administer the Pribiloff Islands reservation. L17
The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act
The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act

(Mb~)

of

1976, as arnended,118 is probably the single most important Act
used to justify fishery research on behalf of the Secretary of Commerce.
While it is not overly specific in detailing tl1e types of research progrants that are to be carried out, it underscores the Importance of such
work.

Authorized appropriations119 of 69 million dollar:" in Ei.sca I Yeac

1985 wer'e roughly 46 percent of the NMl!"'S budget in that year .120
this reason, the discussion of the

Mr~A

For

is being used to conclude this

review and it will be examined in greater detail than the previously
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discussed legislation.
The MFCMA created the 200 nautic.:ll mile wide Fishery Conservation
Zone (which was incorporated into the

u.s.

Exclusive Eoonanic Zone in

1983) and in so doing vastly increased the quantity of fishery resources
which fall under the exclusive jurisdiction of the United states ,
findings of the Congress 12l declare that

u.s.

The

fisheries are .:l valuable

and renewable resource, that some fisheries are threatened by overfishing, ffi1d that both comnercial and recreational fishing contributPsignificantly to the national economy.122

.Also recognized is ~hat

nat.i.onal, programs are needed for conservation and management of fishery
resources and for the development of underutilized fishery resources. 123
The attendant declaration of policy directs that the conservation and
management program be based upon the best scientific information
available and that it draw upon federal, state, and academic capabi.Li

«

ties. 124
The definitions included in the Act 125 Int.roduce some concepts
which arguably could provide some guidance for research.

The term

"fishery" is defined to be a fish st.ock or stocks which can be managed
and conserved as a unit and "which are identified on the basis of geographical, scientific, tecm1ical, recreational, and economic
characteristics". 126

The term also includes fishing activities.

Tt~

term "fishery resource" includes any fishery, any stock or species of
fish, and, a i.qn.i.f i.cant.Ly, it also includes any hab i.tat; of fish. 127 A
"stock of fish" is essentially any group of fish capable of being
managed as a unit. 128 Toe concept of optimum yield is introduced and is
defined as the harvest of that amount of fish "which will provide the
greatest overall benefit to the Nation, with particular reference t.o
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food production and recreational opportunities; and which is prescribed
as such on the basis of the maximum sustainable yield from such fishery,
as rrodified by any relevant econanic, social, or ecological £actor".129
The mandate for fisheries research speaks best for itself:
The Secretary shall initiate and maintain a comprehensive program
of fishery research to carry out and further the purposes, policy,
and provisions of this Act. Such programs shall be designed to
acquire knowledge and infoanation, including statistics, on fishery
conservation and management, including but not limited to, biological research concerning the interdependence of fisheries or stocks
of fish, the linpact of pollution on fish, the bmpact of wetlands
and estuarine degradation, and other matters bearing upon the abundance and availability of fish. 130
The MFCMA provides national standards "to guide fishery conservation
and management. 131

As

such, they are slgnificant to research as well

and tend to reinforce the guidance for research already suggested.
Overfishing is to be prevented and optimum yield Ls to be silstained. 132
Fishery managers are to use the best scientific infonnation available. 133
If practicable, fish stocks are to be managed as units throughout their
ranges and interrelated stocks are to be a part of, or closely coordinated with, such units.l 34 Variations and contingencies for
f i.sher Les , fishery resources, and catches are to be considered. 135

Costs are to be minbuized and unnecessary duplication is to be
avoided. 136
There are a few provisions in the
of research.

Ml'l:MA

which could aid the conduct

Allocations of fish stocks to foreign fishermen are based

in part on the eKtent to which b,eir
substantial contributions toward

u.s.

co~~try

cooperates with and makes

fishery research and fishery

resource identification. 137 The cost of fisheries research is among
those costs which are cons1dered 1n determining foreign fishing £ee3. 138
Among their other duties, observers aboard foreign fishing vessels are
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to carry out any scientific «ork the Secretary deems necessary or
appropr iate .139

The Act establishes Regional Fishery Management Counci13 to create
Fishery Management Plans (FMPs).140

'The Seccetary .:unplements the EMPs

for the Councils and may also produce the plans under certain specified
circumstances.

In any case FMPs are to contain certain features.

The

plans shall include a description of the fishery, an assessment ot the
status of the fishery, and detenninations as D) the
yield and the optimum yield. 141

maxj~um

3ustainable

The plan shall summa~ize the data used

in making such detenninatiol1s. 1 42 Management measures are to be
appropriate to the conservation and

mfu~agenent

of the fishery and are

also to be consistent with the national standards. 143 Plans are to
SPeCify the pertinent data to be collected, which includes but is not
llinited to a variety of fishery statistics. 144 Plans which are prepared
by the Councils may create a system of limited access to a fishecy if
they take into account such factors as present participation in the
fishery, historical practices and dependencies, economics, the ability
of participants to change fisheries, and the social and cultural framework of the fishery.145
Councils may request that the Secretary collect the data needed to
formulate an FMP.146

The Secretary is required to give the Councils any

administrative or technical support services that are needed. 1 47

Each

Council is to have a Scientific and Statistical Committee to aid in
gathering and ass imi.Lat inq ch.i.s variety of data and presumably these
cOlIlTlittees interface ;,-viththe services provided by the Secretary.148
The Councils are to review and revise on a continuing basis the
asseasment.s of stock and yield status and the participation and capacity
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of U.S. harvesters and processors. 149
The MFCMA emphasizes a few linportant areas of research that have
not been stressed in other legislation.

A greater importance is

attached be the identlfication of fishery resources.

The interdepen-

dence of fish stocks is recognized as significant to the understanding
of fishery resources and to the identification of manageable units.
Several new fields of study are now relevant to fishery management.
Geography, technology, and food production are ingredients for fishery
management.

The study of social needs, cultural needs, and historical

fishing practices or dependencies is required for the consideration of
limited access.

Habitat is now considered a fishery resource.

Finally,

the significance of wetland and estuarine degradation to fishery resources is included.
D1Scussion
This review has not stressed the distinction between a legal
authorization and mandate.

From a legal standpoint it is an impor-tant

distinction because "authorization" means that the Secretary nay act at
his discretion and ''mandate'' means the Secretary is required to act.
is also possibly an

~nportant

are more likely to be funded.

It

distinction in projecting which programs
While the review does indicate whether an

activity is authorized or requiced, the distinction has not been previously discussed for two reasons.
The first is the opinion that collectively these statutes provide
an indisputable and co:nprehensive mandate for the Secretary of Canrnerce
to maintain a fishery research organization of the highest caliber.

The

second is the belief that the Executive will seek and the Congress will
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provide funding only for those progr3ffiS or projects in which they are
currently interested, regardless of the original legislative language.
While appropriations may be passed which fund required activities, the
levels of funding may not be sufficient to carry out the original
intent.

This is evidenced by the use of Saltonstall-Kennedy moneys to

offset the

t~

budget.

It: is important to restate the magnitude of the legislative volwne
relevant to fishery science.

Of the 45 or so statutes reviewed above,

t.~ere has been an average of over two amendments per Act. 150

If one

counts the Acts and the Amendments, tl1e Congress has passed relevm1t
bills an average of 1. 4 times a year for the last 115 years.

If one

accounts for the fact that only ten of these votes occurred before
1940, l 51then Congress has passed bills on fishery research matters an
average of over three tirres a year since 1940.

This is probably an

underestimate and it is certainly a noteworthy degree of Congressional
attention.

Whether 1t is more indicative of genuine interest or oE a

continuing state of confusion is up to the individual to decide.
Perhaps a better indication of Congressional and Executi're concern is
the amount; of fundinq a matter receives.

Budget will be discussed

later.
To summarize, the Secretary of Commerce is required to conduct
extensive, comprehensive, and continuing rese3rch into the health and
utiliza-tion of the Nation's living marine resources.

The objects of

study include finfish, shellfish, anadromou5 £15h, highly migratory
fish, certain marine mamnals (whales, porpoises, seals, and se3 lions),
and those endangered or threatened species which fall under the
jurisdiction of the Secretary of Carmerce.

The geographical areas of
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study include the Nation I s coastal waters, bays, sounds, t.r ibutar ies ,
estuaries, and the Exclusive Econanic Zone.

'!'he industry subject to

possible study includes commercial harvesters, recreational harvesters,
processors of fish products, marketers and distributers of fish products, and foreign fishing vessels.

Tb accomplish the research the

Secretary is authorized to acquire land, laboratories, stations, facilities, vessels, and equipment.

Although rarely expressly mentioned in

the legislation, the task also requires a staff of biologists, statisticians, data managers, econanists, sociologists, technicians, mariners
and fishermen, oceanographers, lawyers, engineers, marketing specialists, food specialists, managers, and administrative specialists, to

name most of them.
o~

The buLl{

the authorized research is applied research.

It is

generally aimed at the conservation, enhancement, management, and wise
utilization of fishery resources.
the following.

More specific applications include

Stocks ace to be identified; their ranges and migration

patterns are to be determined.

Stock assessment is to be carried. out

for both fully utilized species and for underutilized species.

Growth

and rnortality, including the effects of fishing and predation, are to be
studied.

Harvesting rechn.iques and indus-try technology must be

understood.

The environmental i . .n pacts of development activities and

pollution are to be identified and monitored.

Damages to resources rnay

need to be a3sessed and environmental review criteria established.

The

identification of conservation and management tools as well as the identification of manageable fishery units is to be accomplished.
and markets for f ishery products need to be found.

New uses

Means to protect and

enhance marine mamnals and endangered species are to be sought.

Fishery
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resource enhancement tools are to be developed, including hatchery techniques.
amo~~t

of basic research

reS~lrces

includes ecology,

To support this applied research a certain
must be carried out.

The biology of fishery

population dynamics, physiology, and the study of life cycles.

'Ib

sup-

port fishery management efforts, various anthropological and economic
studies mus t be under taken,
The research is closely related to the kinds of services the
Secretary provides through the NMFS.
are to be disseminated.

'I'he data and information collected

Arrong the data gathering not already surrrnarized

is the collection of fishery statistics.
certainly a service.

~1hancernent

activities are

The Secretary is to provide both consultation and

coordination services for fishery resource matters.

The Secretary is to

provide the Regional Fishery Management Councils with any information
tJlat they require.

The Secretary is to provide industry development,

educational, and training services.

General recipients of NMFS services

include other federal agencies, state agencies, local agencies, foreign
nations, international organizations, the governments of U.S.
possessions, industry, universities and similac institutions, interstate
ocganizations, any other interested parties b:>tb public and private, and
the general public.
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III.

ORGANIZATION, PRCGRAMS, AND BUDGET
organization
The NOAA Assistant Administrator for Fisheries is the head of the

NMFS.

At his headquarters in Washington, D.C. are his three staff offi-

ces, which are the Office of Management and Budget, the Office of Policy
and Planning, and the Office of Constituent Affairs. 152

Also at the

NMFS headquarters are the two main program offices of the NMFS.

They

are each headed by a Deputy Assistant Administrator and the two deputies
are the Depucy Assistant Administrator for Fisheries Resource Management
and the Deputy Assistant Mnini3trator for Science and Technology.1S3
The Fisheries Resource Management Office attends to fisheries management, industry services, international fisheries affairs, protected species and habitat conservation, and enfot"cement. 154 'Phe Science and
Teclmology Office is responsible for "th e research necessary to support
the various conservation and management activities. i SS

(Refer to Figure

2 f or an organization chart of the Nl\fFS.)

There are seven offices that report to the Deputy Administrator For
Science and 'Dechnology.156

The three headquarters offices ar2 for

Resource Investigations, Data and Information Management, and
utilization Research.

The Resource Investigations Office is an adminis-

trative office which leads the National Resource Assessment program illld
the National Fishery Ecology progrmn. 157 The Utilization Research
Office is also administrative fu,d leads

~he

National Fishery Products

program and the National Seafood Inspection program. 158

The Data and

Information Management Office leads the National Fishery Statistics
Program and the National Data Management Program.

The compilation,
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analysis, and dissemination of recreational and corrmer.cial industry
fishery statistics is acco.-nplished at this headquarters office. l 59
(Refer to figure 3 for an organization chart of fisheries research
offices. )
With °the exception of the econoni.c and statistical research and
analysis just noted, fisheries research is conducted by the four field
offices.l 60

These are the Northeast Fisheries Center, the Southeast

Fisheries Center, the Southwest Fisheries Center, and the Northweat, and
Alaska Fisheries Center •

Each center has several laboratories and the

Northwest and Alaska Fisher.ies Center has numerous field offlces as
well. l 61
areas.

Each Center participates in most of the research program
As

might be suspected, given the many research mandates, each

Center has quite a variety of activities.

these research tasks are

As

managed at both the Center level and the national level to address
numerous management information needs, a review of the overall research
effort can become quite confusing.

Program management will be

di.3CUSSed

later..

In order to categorize and measure the individual research

efforts

10

a reasonably coherent fashion it is necessary to refec to the

NMFS budget.

Lt; should be noted that proqrams a3 reflected in the

budget do not necessarily correspond directly wlththe progrffins
mentioned above.
ProgrffiTIS and Budget
The NMFS constitutes the federal
Fishery Resource Progrffios.162

~ldget

Activity entitled Marine

This budget Activity roughly corresponds

to the entire NMFS agency, however it does not account for industry
financial services funding wld the Saltonstall-Kennedy grant fund.

It
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also does not account for sane programs, such as the Seafood Inspect.Lon
program, when the employees and the program are funded on a reimbursable
basis. 163 This budget Activity does provide a convenient and reasonably
accurate account of NMFS activities, however a few qualifications are in
order.
'The following program review is an attempt to account for a many
faceted and constantly changing research effort.
full tline job of many talented PeOple.

In reality this is the

Flsheries research is a moving

target and any attempt to capture it in a "snapshot" cannot possibly
tell the whole story.

The figures used below are taken directly fran

the budget but they require sane adjustment.

It has been explained that

a small portion of the budgeted funds are used for activities which do
not fit even the broad definition of flsheries research which has been
adopted for this review,

However, it has not been explained that the

Department of Commerce, NOAA,

a~d

the NMFS all take administrative

overhead from the budgeted funds before they reach the program level.
The NMFS estbnate of the actual money spent on the research effort is
closer to 80 million dollars than the 106 million dollars which i3 indicated in the budget. 164 Bearing that thought in mind, one can subtract
approximately 20 percent from the funding figures used below.

The real

value in using the budget as a guide to the research program i s in
measuring relative levels of effort and in identifying all of the
various efforts.
According

to

current budget figures,165 Marine Fishery Resource

programs are funded at 162.1 million dollars and utilize 2076 employees.
Within this budget Activity there are three subact.i.v it.i.es entitled:
Information Collection and Analyses, Conservation and Management
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Operations, and State and Industry Assistance Programs.

The Infonnation

Collection and Analyses subactivity is entirely fisheries research.
Some of

G~e

research.

State and Industry

Assistfu~ce

Program subactivity in,rolves

None of the Conservation and Management Operations subac-

tivity is research. 166
The Information Col.Lect.Lon and Analyses subactivity is funded at
95.0 million dollars in

Fiscal Year 1386. 167 This is almost 60 percent

of the entire Activity budget.

This subactivity carries 1,329 positions

in fiscal 1986, 'Nhi ch is 64 ~2rcent of the Activity workforce. 168 This
subactivity consists of three budget line items.

These are:

Resource

Information, Fishery Industry Information, and Information Analyses and
Dissemination.

(For complete budget figures refer to Figures 1, 4, and

5. )

'Ihe Resource Informat.Ion line item is funded at 68.1 million
dollars with 916 positions in fiscal 1986. 169 This is 42 percent of
Activity funding and 44 percent of the workforce.

Because it is such a

large portion of the agency it will per-haps prove to be rrore
enlightening to examine this proqram at the sub-line item level of
detail.

These sub-line items are:

Resource Surveys, Ei.sher Les Biology,

Protected Species Biology, Anadromous Fisheries Research, Stock
Enhancement and Disease Research, and Fishery Ecology and Habitat
Reseacch. 170 Resource Surveys are a part. of the National Resource
Assessment

progr~n

while Fishery Ecology and

Habi~t

Research and

Protected Species Biology belong to the National Fishery Ecology
prograrn. 171 Fisheries Biology, Anadramous Fisheries Research, and Stock
Enhancement and Disease Research are areas of overla? between the two
National Prograrns. 1 72
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Resource Surveys
Resource surveys are performed to suppl.y a treasure of abundance of
living marine resources.

For those fishery resources of llnportance to

fishermen, the surveys provide a measure of abundance which is

L~depen

dent of the fishery and as such it is important; to the analysis of catch
statistics and the assessment of stock status.

S1:QCk assessment is con-

ducted on 139 species of living marine animals of all types, including
mari.ne mamnal.s and protect.ed species.l 73 Surveys are expens ive as they
require the use of vessels and aircraft.

They are currently budgeted at

19.3 million dollars wi th 299 positions.1 74
Surveys are acca:nplished by many techniques.

To sample fish

stocks, virtually every form of fishing is employed, with the eKception
of harpooning, fixed nets, and scallop dredges.

Hydroacoustic surveys,

wni.ch are frequently calibrated by trawl catches, are used when there
are pure concentrations of fish and large areas must be covered. 175
Aerial surveys can be used for fish which school near the surface. i 76
Icthyoplankton surveys are performed to measure the abundance of fish
eggs and larvae.

This information can be used to estimate the size of

the spawning stock. l n

Divers and sutmarines are used to visually sur-

vey reef fish. 178 New net.s are being used to survey juvenile fish in
sUPIX>rt of recruitment studies. 179 Vessels and aircraft are used to
survey marine mammals 180 and protected species. 181
Survey daca which are collected by the NMFS is augmented in several
ways.

Sane survey work is done in cooperation with foreign countries.182

Recreational fishermen are interviewed to increase the data available on
species of recreational interest. I S3 Additional survey data aLe
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collected by charter vessel, through contract with states, universities,
and private organizations, by ships of opportunity, and by satellite
irnagery.184
There are scme rela-ted activities whi.ch are included in this budget
sub-line item. 185

Applications of advanced technologies are developed

to provide a more complete knowl.edqe of oceanic conditions .186

Aerial

3Dd satellite sensors can be used to survey plankton abundance, to
measure water temperature, salinity, and turbidity, and to track fish,
mammals, and turtles. I S?

When satellite collected environmental data is

obtained concurrently with ship collected environmental data, a more
informed interpretation of both types of data is possible. laS

Another

example of applied advanced technology, wh.i.ch "ldas ment ioned above, is
the use of hydroacoustic devices for survey work.. 189
Harvesting technology studies are also a part of the resource survey budget. 190

These include studies by vessels, diveLs, and suhTIaLines

on the impacts of lost fishing gear (ghost gear), such as gillnets and
lobster traps.

Gear selectivity studies have been carried out in the

shrbnp and groundfish trawl fisheries as well as on clam dredges,
scallop dredges, and lobster traps.
seines and seining technique
porpoise. 191

Develop:rent work on tuna purse

~esulted

in a great reduction in bycatch of

The Trawl Efficiency Device, formerly known as the Turtle

EKcluder Device, was developed to

03110,\7

turtle escapement f r om shrimp

nets, but it also reduces byca~ch of unwanted fish species. 192 This
work has cane to be known as conservation engineering and it. also provides a source of in-house engineering support for general survey work.
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Fisheries Biology
The Fisheries Biology sub line item provides 8.0 million dollars
and 189 positions for a variety of biological studies.l 93 This effort
includes the study of rrortality and growth rates, the age structure of
populations, the distribution of stocks, migration, physiology, disease
processes, food webs, predator-prey relationships, and underutilzed
resources. 194

This work is aimed at such goals as the definition of

stock units, both ecologically and for management purposes.1 95

Food

chains are identified and productivity is measured to understand interspecific relationships ffi1d to assess productivity losses.
understanding of
c~itical

recrui~~nt

~

better

processes is sought by identifylng tl1e

survival factors for fish at various life stages.

All of these

studies could lead to improved ecosystem modeling and better abundance
prediction.
Field work includes many tagging and marking experbnents to

id~l

tify migration and distribution patterns and to provide a measure of
mortality.

Stana.ch samples are collected for laboratory analysis, which

identifies ecological food chains.

Divers and sulmarines are used to

conduct baseline biological and ecological observations. 196 otoliths
and length measurements are collected for aging studies.

These samples

and measurements are collected both from survey trips and fran 30,000
commercial fishing trips annually.197

Large migratory fish are tracked

by sonic tags to study behavior. 198
LaOOratory work includes the study of diseased fish, metabolic processes, the uptake of pollutants, and the nutritional requirements of
fish.

The calibration of the deposition of rings on larval and juvenile
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fish otoliths with age has been performed tlnder controlled laboratory
conditions.

This vlOrk has recently resulted in the perfection of the

otolith ring counting technique for the aging of larvae and juvenile
fish. 199 Sensory and physiologic studies of tunas are carried out in
the laboratory.200
Protected Species Biology
Protected Species Biology

1S

sbnilar to fisheries biology but it is

directed towards supplying the information necessary to carry out the
int:.ent of the Marine Marrmal Protection Act, the Endangered Species Act,
and the Fur Seal Act. 201

Six million dollars and 63 people are budgeted

under this sub-line item to research the abundance, abundance trends,
distribution, migration patterns, life cycles, and reproduction of protec ted spec ies • 202 The role of mar ine mamnal.s in the food chain is
sought to better understand their effect on comnercially important
species. 203 Techniques

to

scare rrarine ffiillnma13 are being developed to

help prev~lt injury or death to them during fishing operations. 204
-ragging, radio tracking, and visual Observations are used to study the
behavior of mari.ne mamnal,s and protected species.

'!he calibration of

teeth as an aging tool and the calibration of porpoise length obsecvations fran a Lrcraf t both can lead to improved modeling of popul.ation
age structures. 205 Reproductive behavior, reproduccive SLlccess, and the
adverse effects of ghost fishing gear are also objects of research. 206
Anadromous Fisheries Research
Anadrcmous Fisheries Research is funded at 15.7 million dol.Lara and
employs 101 persons.207

Much of this work OCCLlrs in the Pacific
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Northwest and it is ailned at ilnproving salmon production efficiency at
hatcheries and the quality of salmon smelts which are released. 208

Tnis

sub-line item is the only portion of the fisheries research budget with
a substantial increase over fiscal 1985 and this is

L~e

result of an

add-on for research to support the United States - Canada Pacific Salmon
Treaty.209
fishery. 210

There is also research on the Japanese high seas salmon
There have been recent efforts to m~itigate the impacts of

logging operations on salmon spawning. 2ll

Juvenile salmon are sampled

to identify migration patterns and to understand juvenile survival. 212
Radio tags have been
systems. 213

~sed

on salmon to !ueasure the success of dam bypass

The overland tr anspor tat ion of salmon smolts has been

studied in order to celeasethern downstream of hazards and hence
Increase their survival rate. 214

In the Northeast, Atlantic salmon are

under study and a tagging experlinent is in progress to assess their
offshore distribution. 215
stock

R~hancanent

and Disease Research

Stock Enhancenent and Disease Research is budgeted separately fram
Anadranous Fisheries Research even though
work is directed towards enhancement.
non-salmonid research. 216
work of the NMFS.217

muc~

of

~1e

Anadromous fishery

'Ih i s sub-line item applies to

It could be considered as the aquacultural

It is currently budgeted with 3.3 million dollars

and 28 people, which is down significantly from fiscal 1985 levels. 218
This is understandable, given the National Aquaculture TInprovement Act
of 1985.

'This effort includes the selective breeding of shellfish in

the laboratory and even in subtidal cages.213

It also involves the

stUdy of shellfish physiology,220 metabolism, nutrition, diseases, and
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predators. 221 '!'his sub line item also Inc'ludes Ehe "Head start" program
for rearing young sea turtles and releasing them into the wild. 222 This
proqram area is shrinking and the current budget figures overst.ate the
actual level of effort. 223
Fishery Ecology and Habitat Research
The last, but certainly not least, sub-line

Lt.em

Information is Fishery Ecology and Habitat Research.
an increasingly important area of research.

under Resource
lrhi s i5 becoming

It is currently budgeted

with 15.0 million dollars and 236 persons. 224 Under study are both the
natural and anthropic environmental influences that affect the abundance
and distribution of living rnarine resources. 225
The l~ is becoming increasingly involved in oceanography.226

The

effects of upwelling are under study as are the effects of storm caused
turbulent mixing to better understand recruitment and hence abundance.
Both these phenomena affect the availability of nutrient5 which in turn
affect the concentrations of f ood organisms for larval and juvenile
fish. 227 weather also afEect.s the stratification of the {Hat er column
which is important to food concentrations. 228 A combined biological and
physical oceanographic study aimed at learning rroce about the recruitment of Alaskan pollock is underway in the Pacific Northwest.

It is

called the Fisheries oceanography Coocdinated Investigation and i t is a
coope~ative

effort between the NMFS, the Pacific Marine Enviconmental

Laboratory (which belongs to the Office or Oceanic and Atmospheric
Research, also a part of NOM), the University of waShington, and the
University of Alaska.229

OCeanic f ront s , or the boundaries between

watec masses, are studied because they are associated with aggregations
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tion of domestic and foreign catch, incidental catch, landings, and
effort data which are all used for stock assessment analyses. 241
Information on costs, earnings, prices, employment, cold storage
holdings, inports, and exports of the fishing industry is collected as
is information on the consumption and uses of fishery products. 242
Information is collected by dockside agents, vessel logbooks, interviews, and by seagoing observers. 243 Annually, tl1irty percent of all
con~rcial

fishing

t~ips

are interviewed for effort and 75,QOO

recreational fishennen are interviewed in

~~e

field

~nile

80,000

recreational fishermen are interviewed by telephone. 244 The proqram is
conducted in cooperation with other federal agencies, the states,
foreign governments, and the coamercial and recreational f i shi.nq
industries. 245
Information Analysis and Diasemin3.tion
The Information Analyses and Dissenination line item provides for
the:

characterization of species, includin;J all of the information

obtained by biological research;
abundance;

the assessment and prediction of stock

the identification of the consequences of natural and

anthropic environmental influences;
various management strategies. 246

and the analysis of the effects of
It also provides for the dissemina-

tion of the results of research ffi1d analysis.

Currently, 13.0 million

dollars and 299 positions are devoted to this eifort. 247 These analyses
are becoming increasingly more sophisticated as rthe effoct to include
more factors into the rrodeLs procedes.

'Ihe NMFS is trying to account

for recruitment, the environment, interspecific relationships, predatorprey relationships, and habitat loss or degradation in the prediction of
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abundance. 248 New models are computer based and data bases are
increasing rapidly.
The Centers and headquarcers all use computer systems and sane
links between these locations have been established, however there are
some problems with hardware compatibility. 249

As

mentioned, the Office

of Data and Information Management leads the National Data

Manage~nt

Program which entails the coordination of and planning for data management systens. 250
quarters. 251

It also includes computer systems design for head-

The director of this off ice also chairs the National Data

Management Carmi ttee which is planning an integrated NMFS-wide
system. 252 The data rranagement program is cooperative with the states;
often states collect data which the NMFS then manages. 253
While the Centers all publish many scientific reports, the Office
of Data and Information Managetnent leads the dissemination of scientific
data. 254

It is responsible for publishing Marine Flsheries Review and

Fishery Bulletin. 255

It also publishes the statistical collection,

Fisheries Of The United States, on

&~

annual basis.

cations are produced by the i~S annually.256

In all, 440 publi-

These include journals,

catalogs, resource atlases, manuals, guides, keys, and technical
memoranda.
Fisheries Development ProgL"ffin
The final budget category concernlng fisheries research is the line
item for the Fisheries Development Proqram and it falls under the budqet;
subactivity for State and Industry Assistance prDgrams.257

It is

currently funded at 12.7 million dollars and employs 232 persons. 258
However rt hes e f Lqures vrequi .re some explanation.

Thi.s line item
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includes:

harvesting, processing, product, and market !"esearch and

developnent;

providing danestic industry wi th access to foreign markets

through market research and through trade negotiations;
promulgating product quality and safety standards;

and

developing and
res8a~ch

to

respond to product quality and safety issues. 159 Also included is the
administration of Salconstall-Kennedy grants.
selves are not a part of the NMFS budget.

The grant moneys them-

At any rate, not all of th i.s

line item is devoted to NMFS conducted research.

It should also be

noted that the non-research aspects of the seafood inspection program
(the inspections) do not appear under this line item because they are
done on a reDnbursable basis. 260
The Office of Industry Services (Industry Development Division)
manages the Saltonstall-Kennedy grant program through the NMFS Regional
Offices and through the Office of Utilzation Research. 26l

The Regional

Offices receive regional grant solicitations then the grants are
administered on a competitive, peer r evi ew basis. 262 Sbnilarly, the
Office of Utilization Research handles solicitations for studie3 of
national 3cope.263
The research which conducted in house is administered by the OEfice
of Utilization Research and includes the developnent of grading standards in cooperation Wi~l the Deparbment of Agriculture. 264 Product
quality and safety research is aimed at the reduction and detection of
contaminants, toxins, and conmun i.cab le pathogens and the reduction of
quality 105se5. 265

Also included are the aasessment of seafood nutri-

tional values, the improvement of processing and handling technologies,
ffi1d the development of new products for underutilized species. 266

same

examples of nevi products under study are fish oils, surimi, and minced
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fish hot dogs. 267
Discussion
All of these research efforts are interrelated

~ld

to support the goals of living marine resource managers.
fishery rnanagers is to
resources.

increa~e

all are intended
The goal of

the benefits to the nation fram fishery

To increase the benefits from fishery resources, the single

most important goal is the accurate forecasting of abundance levels so
that an appropriate surplus may be determined and harvested.

'Ibward

this end much of the applied research is done to supply the information
which is used in the classic models which assess abundance.

The basic

research is directed toward understanding those factors which the
classic models do not account for, such as the relationship of parent
stock size to the successful rearing of new adults

(recruit~nt),

the

variability of natural rrorcaLi,ty, the interrelatedness of different species in an ecosystem, and the importance of environmental influences.
Also directed at increasing the benefits of fishery resources are:

the

economic and social research to help fishery managers manage fishermen,
enhancement research, the research necessary to improve and maintain the
reputation of seafood as an important part of a healthy diet, and the
effort to discover new uses for traditionally unpopular fish.
The goal of wildlife managers is to preserve wildlife.
preserve wildlife, the status of stocks are monitored and the
and ecology of wildlife are studied to
factors which affect

abund~1ce.

~prove

'Ib help
biol~!

t he understanding of d1e

Enhancement of wildlife is also an

object of research.
It appears that the NMFS is fulfilling all of its legal obligations
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to conduct research and that it is not conducting any research that was
not mandated.

As to the concerns of the stratton ccemi.ss ion , sane are

being addressed and others are not.

'rhe importance of habitat

~ld

envirionmental influences to fishery resource abundance is being
researched.

The prevention of

habit~t

loss and degradation is largely a

regulatory concern, however habita.t enhancement is being studied.

'I he

NMFS is certainly tyorking towards an linproved abtll1dance forecasting
capability.

Aside frrm survey 'wor k there is no exploratory fishing per

se, but the assessment of stocks has advanced to the point where one
might hazard to say that the likelihood of a major discovery of prev ious ly unknown stocks is rather low.

As

to technological develor;xnent,

the impediments may be economic rather than due to a lack of knowledge.
American fishermen and processors are quick
when a profit
researched.

18

expected,

to

adopt new technologies

Economic and social needs are being

The tackling of specific fishery missions could be

improved, but there have been some successes, the rrost tan.gible of which
are the result of conservation engineering research.

This is not to uay

that the scientists have not made significant progress, bUL the steps
toward and improved fishery forecast

~e

not tangible to d1e layman.

The advancement of aquacu.Lt.ure is largely out of the control of the NMFS
now.

Finally, as to whether or not the nation has given adequate sup-

port to its fisheries, the answer is unclear.

This last concern of the

Stratton Commission will be discussed in more detail at tile end of r~is
study.
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N.

FISHmY MANAGEMENT At'ID THE

MANAG~'r

OF FISHERIES RSSEARCH

Fisheries Research and Fisheries Management
As stated earlier, the primary role of the fisheries research
program is to provide scientific advice to fishery rranagers.

Toe

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MFCMA) established a
joint fishery management regime in

wh ich

the NMFS 'tld -the Regional

F1sheries Management Councils share the responsibility to rranage the
fishery resources of the Exclusive Economic Zone.
~~

Organizationally, the

addresses fisheries rranagement largely through its Regional

Offices.

As the names of these lnanagernent bodies suggest, federal

fisheries rranagement is largely accomplished on a regional basis.

The

respective roles of the Regional Councils and the NMFS is a matter of
sone dispute, 268

however this issue and numerous other issues relevant

to fishery management are very complex and beyond the scope of this
review.

For the sake of discussion, it will be assumed that the

Councils are the prlinary federal fishery rranagers and that tile NMFS 18
the primary advisor.
The management of fishery resources is a highly political and often
very emotional subject.

'ftlis is quite understandable because many

mffilagement decisions involve allocations of the resource which are, in
effect, a redistribution of incane.
industry representation.

Council membersh.ip includes

As managers, the Councils are tending to make

more decisions on a political basis rather than on a scientific basis,
in fact some Council decisions have been in direct conflict with scientific advice. 269

Part of this problem stems from the comnon property

nature of the resource.

Managers do not want to tell f i s he r men to stop
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fishing, for the sake of possible future increases in harvest levels,
because the fishermen cannot personally receive the benefit to be
derived fran their sacrifice.

This is a lot to ask of the fishermen.

It is easier to fault the quality of the scientific advice and let
everyone go fishing than to call a halt to the fishing.

For this

reason, the relationship between the advisor and the manager is not the
best.
This relationship has been the object of study and serne problems
have been identified.

It should be noted that the NMFS is an

acknowl.edqed world leader in many aspects of fisheries science. 270
it has been stated that the
wi, thin

"~

is well known and highly regarded

the marine science canmunity ".271

scientific information

av~ilable

for management decisions. 27 2

and

Despite trii.s good news, the

to the Councils is often too linprecise

Same Councils believe that the NMFS is not

giving the proper emphasis to addressing their data needs. 273

The tbne-

liness of the information given i3 often poor and causes lengthy delays
in the formation of Fishery Management Plans (FMPs).274

The Councils

have been known to do their own analyses when they did not trust the
NMFS

analyses. 275

in mind:

Before judgement is passed, two facts should be kept

fishery science is still a vecy young discipline and NMFS

regearchers are busy fulfilling all of their legal obligations.
There certainly appears rco be poor coordination between the
Councils and the NMFS as to the supply of information.

In a B85 study

by the Office of the Inspector General of the Department of Cammecce, it
was determined that the NMFS expended a considerable effort on stock
assessment without ensuring that the resultant Lnforrnat.Lon wou.Id answer
Council needs, even though the et for t; was Justified on that bas i.s . 276
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This stlldy also found that there is little mutual planning between the
NMF'S and the Councils as

to

long term information needs. 277 'rhe

Councils have proceeded with FMPs without adequate information and
without assurance that the NMFS is rronitoring the fisheries under
management, in order to assess ti1e effects of the management
strategy. 278 Coordination between the Councils and NMFS researchers is
an area that obviously could use some improvement ,
coordination process is

Perhaps a formal

appropri~te.

Accountability in tile Fishery Mm1agement/Fishery
weak ,

Resea~ch

system is

Collectively, fishery managers and fishery researchers are not

doing as well as could be hoped for, but it is difficult to locate the
failings of the system.

The ultimate roeasure of the "system's" success

is the health of the resource.

For many species this remains unknown

with any high degree of certainty.

An estimate of the status of 25

bnportant species groups indicates that s i nce the passage of the MFCMA,
11 groups are in an linproved condition, 6

dition, and 8 are unchanged. 279

~e

in a deteriorated con-

All of the groups that ~re unCh~lged

are either fully utilized, intensely utilized, or depleted. 280
This lack of accountability lies in the resource management concept
of "optimum yield".

If the scientifically deterrnined harvest level L3

modif ied by economic and social factors in the creation of an FMP, it is
impossible to determine if any harm to the managed stock is due to bad
science, the economic and social factors, or bad ma.nagernent.

If, on the

other hand, the target harvest is determined scientifically, and the FMP
incorporates the economic and social factors into a strategy to allocate
the resource in such a way as to arrive at, the target harvest, then
accountability exists.

In this case, if harm to the managed stock
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occurs, then either the scientists set the wrong target or the managers
failed to hit the target.

This accountability is complicated by the

effectiveness of enforcement, but regardless, fishery managers must
reckon with the enforceability of a management::3trategy if overf i shing
is to be prevented.
Unfortunately, fishery scientists are not yet capable of determining exact recoamended tonnages for the harvest of many, if not most,
speci.es ,

Managers desire a single and reliable number for the recom-

mended tonnage of harvest. 281

The state of the science is not that

accurate yet, so a range of numbers must be given.

If a single number

is used it must be assigned a degree of probability (or oonf Ldence ) and
the industry and managers have not informed the NMFS as to whac an
acceptable degree of r i.sk is. 282

At any rate 1 af the confident deter-

mination of a :cecaIll\P--11ded harvest; is not yet feasible, it is reasonabl.e
to expect this situation

to

improve as the research continues.

'I he

setting of targec harvest levels on a scientific basis alone is a
worthwhile goal.

The manager of the fisheries research progrffiu faces a dilemma. 283
Fishery managers must have irrrnediate information in order to formulate
manage:nent plans.
in order

to

They also need continuous rronitoring of the fisheries

measure the degree of success that those plans encounter.

A large effort on G,e part of research progran is necessary to satisfy
these demands for infonnation.

TIle research manager also has the legal

duty to carry out all of the other missions that the Congress has
ass iqned,

At the same t.ime, the manager of research would like very
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much to advance fishery science so that better advice can be given in
the future.

Unfortunately, it seems that there are not enough funds

available to do everything.
To better understand the key elements of this dilemma, it may help
to briefly
program.

ex~~ine

the management system used for the fisheries research

'Ihe NMFS uses a "hybrid" manaqement, system. 284

managerial orientations:

It has three

financial, functional, and objective. 285

The centerpiece of the financial management system is the Financial
Operating Plan. 286

This is a spending plan which takes the funding

input from the federal budget appropriation and divides it up between
L~e

various NMFS offices and Centers.

This plan provides finm1cial

accountability for the aqency and controls spending rates.
the line item level of detail.

It plans to

This plan is an indication of

Congressional involvement in the management of fisheries research.
The functional ITkll1agement system is progranmatic.

The key docu-

ment for this sysrem is the Current Year Operating Plan, which or i>
ginates at the Centers to respond to regional research needs. 287

It

divides the Center's share of the budget and allocates it to indlvidual
tasks, or research projects.

The link between this system and the

financial system is the accounting code, or task number, which indicates
which line item is funding a given task.

This system provides accoun-

tability for individual researchers through personal contracts which
detail an individual's share of the work plan.

This system provides for

NMFS Regional Office and Regional Fishery Management Council participation in the management of fisheries research.
The ob ject.ive management sys t em is known as the Management
Objective (MBO) system. 288

By

It is designed to respond to the research
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and management needs of the various fisheries.
tains a list of 29 objectives. 289

The NMFS currently main-

These detail such g~ls as G~e main-

tenance of the harvest in a specified fishery at a specified level or
the canpletion of a specified study.
the

econanic~lly L~portant

is located.

These objectives are related to

fisheries of the region in which each Center

They relate sanewhat to Fishery Management Plans. 290

The

link between this system and the functional management system is the
Milestone.

There are numerous milestones for each objective.

These are

the detailed steps toward reaching the objective and they are to be
accanplished according to a schedule.

This system also provides for

NMFS Regional Office and Regional Fishery Management Council participation in the management of fisheries research.
There is also a NMFS Strategic Plan. 291
and objectives
ties.

to

It links the Nl"1FS plans

Executive, Department of Ccmnerce , and NOAA priori-

The NMFS st.rateqic objectives are essentially to conserve and

rneIlage the nation1s fishery resources in order to provide the maximum
benefit to the nation and to conserve marine wildlife and habitat. 292
This plan illustrates some involvement on the part of the Executive
Branch in the management of fisheries research.
All of these plans are continuously updated in an iterative process
that extends fran the Centers to the Congress via NMFS headquarters,
NOAA, the Department of Commerce, and the White H~lse.293 This management system tends to be somewhat confusing to the layman.

If this

waf';

done by the design of the manager of the fisheries research program to
baffle crit1.cs, it is to his credit.
sial and emotional.

Fisheri":s management is cont.rover-

However, the confusion cannot, be by the design of

the manager of fisheries research because there are so many managers of
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fisheries research.

From the viewpoint of the central manager of the

NMFS fisheries research

progr~n,

the Deputy Aclsistant Administrator for

Science and Technology, theNMFS is a decencralized agency.294
The real cause of the confusing nature of the hybrid lnanagement of
fisheries research is that the system is designed to respond to many
demands fran numerous sources.

This is an admirable goal.

denands for information are reasonable.

All of the

They are not shortsighted:

they are due to real and immediate pressures.

The conservation and

management of fishery resources is a formidable task.

If the NMFS does

not appear to be responding to the need for information, then perhaps it
is because the NMFS does not have sufficient funding and personnel to
a ttend 'to all of the demands,
Fran~1e

viewpoint of the central fishery research manager, it must

appear that the demands of the fishery managers and the many legislative
mandates are being addressed first.

The political pov..e r is in the

Congress and in the regions. 295 This is evidenced by the decentralized
hybrid management of fisheries research.
by

L~e

It is more strongly evidenced

fact that the Deputy Assistant Administrator for Science and

Technology has virtually no discretionary spending authority and, if he
did have discretionary moneys, he would spend them on

~1e

effort he

thinks is needed the most, the advancement of fishery science toward an
linproved predictive capability.296
Fran the viewpoint of the Congress and the fishery manaqers this
situation surely must appear to be the opposite.
accountability problem.

Again there is an

The hybrid management of fisheries research

at.tempt.s to be accountable to everyone.

Instead, no one is satisfied

and it is not clear as to who to blame.

It may well be that a. more
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autocr~tic

system would improve the management of fisheries rasearch.
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V.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The basic trend in fishery science is an ecosystem approach toward
and improved predictive capability.297

As

discussed in the review of

the research program, a key element to this approach is the study of
processes that i nf l ue nce recruitment.

The systemnatic study of the many

biological and physical interrelationships that affect tl1e survival of
f ish between egg and adult is probably what is needed to make
progress. 298

other elements to the ecosystem approach include:

the

quantification of the loss and degradation of habitat, the influence of
L~e

environment on adults, and interspecific relationships.

This effort

is leading toward increasingly complex mathma.tical models of marine ecosystems.

The roost elaborate of these models have imnense requirements

for dat::l. 299
The theoretical work is toward developing simple, ye ·t elegant,
models that will be less demanding on data. 300

The complex modeling of

ecOSystFJUS, and the attendant expense of the data collection, is
probably a necessary step toward the elegant models.

It is conceivable

that abundance md icatore for some species could be as si.mple as wea ther
observations. 30l
There is a trend to ut.i l.i ze advanced technology.
puters are needed foe complex mathematical modeling.
already proven their utility in providing new data. 302

Powerful comSatellites have
The potential

for hydroacoustics in survey work is only beginning to be realized.
There are other new technologies, such as reroote sensing devices, robotic sampling devices, and buoy systems 303 that may prove useful to
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fishery biologists and fishery oceanographers.
will reduce data collection expenses.

not a panacea.

It is hoped that these

However, advanced technology is

When applied, new technology adds data to the data base,

but the new data may not be a substitute for the old shipboard collected
data. 304

There is some agreenent that new technologies can lead to a

reduction in ship requi.rement;s , 305

Unfortunately, in order to implement

and calibrate new technology, there is

ill1

initial increase in ship

requirements. 306
There is also a trend to focus research on specific goals.
may be a very useful trend towards
of fishery scientists.

L~roving

the near term credibility

Habitat enhancement, or reclamation, is tangible

enough for the layman to appreciate.

'Ibis work will

tant as anthropic stresses on coastal areas increase.
the program review, the
directed.

This

t~

beCOIIl2

As

more .i.mpor-

indicated in

is planning this research to make it iuor e

Conservation engineering is very goal oriented.

intrinsic to the discipline of engineering.

'Ibis is

1here is an lnitiative to

increase this effort in fiscal 1988. 307 Among the pro[XJsed objects of
study arer

habitat alteration by fishing gear, mechanical seeding of

offshore clams, the selectivity and bycatch of various types of gear,
and marine mammal repellant.
ge~ent

is readily apparent.

goal oriented.

'rheutility of this work to fishery manaEnhancement of fishery resources is also

Unfortunately tins last effort effort; seems to be on the

decline.
Costs and Benefits
It has been poatu Lated that the costs of managing most fisheries by
complex models probably exceed the benefits.308

This may well be true,
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but until marine ecosystems are better understood it will be very difficult to measure just what the potential benefits are.

A believable

cost benefit analysis of fisheries research would be quite an
acca.nplishment.

In the meantime, some rough estimates may at least help

put things lnto perspective.
The NMFS estimates that only one half of the potential of the
nation's fishery resources is being harvested annually.309

Qt this,

roughly one half is being harvested by domestic fishennen. 310

The total,

vable of this harvest <recreational and commercial) to the nation is
estimated at 15 billion dollars. 311

If domestic fishermen displace

foreign fishermen and if the full harvest potential is realized, the
nation will receive a four fold increase in value fra.n its fishery
resources.

This would be 60 billion dollars.

of the

fisheries research

I~S

progr~n

The current annual cost

is roughly 100 million dollars.

The cost of the NMFS rese"3.rch program i s 0.67 percent of the value presently received and less than 0.2 percent of the potential value.
is "3. difference of two to three orders of magnitude.

This

If the NMFS

research program only contributes a small amount; towards either the exisiting or potential benefit,

i.t,

would sean to be a rrodest investment.

Without some kind of treasure of the benefits which can be attr ibuted to fisheries research, it will remain unclear as to whether or not
the nation has given adequate support to its fisheries.

The proposed

1987 budget "::NOul d have certainly been of concern to the Stratton
Canmission however.

'The proposed budget 'dQul d significantly reduce

every fishery research program area except A11adramou3 Fisheries
and Inform"3.tion Analyses fu,d Dissemination.
Enhancement and Disease Research.

Rese~rch

It would elimln"3.te Stock

If the Congress were to accept, this
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proposal the the nation would probably not be giving adequate support to
its fisheries.
Conclusion
To surrmarize, the NMFS has been given the mandace to maintain a
sophisticated fisheries research program.
obligation reasonably '.ve l l .

The NMFS is fulfilling that

However the NME"S, asc.he manager of

fisheries research, has a few probl.ems ,

It nas been given more duties

than it can perform with the resources it has available.

This may be a

healthy state of pressure for any manager, but the NM.FS is also being
given so nany instructions that it is not at liberty to manage.

'Ihe

bas ic dilerrma for the fisheries research program manager is to supply
needed information now to fishery managers and, at the same time, make
the necessary invesbnent in fishery science to provide better inforrnation later.
The simple so.Iut.i.on to this dilerrma would be to spend more rmney on
fisheries research.

Given the state or the national debt, this sol.ution

is not likely to be forthcaning.
adjustments to the

~lagement

However, there are some short tenn

of f isheries research that should help.

There is also a long term adjustment to fishery management which should
be made.

All of these adjustments can improve accountability.

Improved

accountability should in turn make it easier to locate specific faults,
so that, they may be corrected.
To anSl.Ver the immediate concern of fishery managers regarding
fisheries research, better planning is needed.

Formal coordination is

needed to identify specific requirements fo!" information and analysis,
so that concrete steps may be taken to satisfy those requirements.
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Regionally oriented objective management is appropriate to this process.
To advance fishery science, roore central authority is needed for

the manager of fisheries research.
cretionary funding.

This should be in the form of dis-

When an opportunity to advance the science arises,

the manager should be able to take advantage of it.

If it proves to be

a foolish effort, then the manager is accountable for it.

This can pro-

vide leadership to a decentralized program.
The long term goal of both fishery manager3 and fishery research
managers should be the determination of harvest levels on a scientific
basis alone.
tors.

Ecosystems are not responsive to economic and social fac-

'1'0 reach this goal several things mus t occur.

There must be a

change in the law to mod.i.fy the concept of optimum yield.

Industry and

fishery managers must determine the acceptable level of risk for harvest
forcasts.

Finally, the NMFS must be able to provide a reasonably

reliable fishery resource abundance forecast.

This last item will take

some time, so perhaps what is needed roost is patience by all the players
in the fishery managenent regime.
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FIGURE 1:

DISPOSITION OF SAfJroNSTALL-KENNEDY FUNDS312

(l-tillions of Dollars)
Fiscal Year

Total Transfer
Fran Custans
Receipts

Industry
Grants

~'"'S

NMFS

In-House
Pr

('aIa

Budget
Offset

1978

13.0

2.3

10.7

0

1979

17.4

9.3

3.1

5.0

1980

26.7

12.0

9.7

5.0

1981

35.0

9.6

7.9

17.5

1982

26.2

8.2

7.9

10.0

1983

30.6

8.0

0

22.6

1984

33.6

10.0

0

23.6

1985

35.U

9.1

0

25.9

1986

43.7

8.0

0

35.7
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FIGURE 2:

GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF 'rHE NMFS3l3

NOAA Assistant Administrator For Fisheries

Staff Offices:
Management and Budget
COnstituent Affairs
PolicY and Planning

Deputy Assi3tant Administrator
For Fisheries Resource Management
Headquarters Offices:
Fisheries

Man~ement
__

Industry Services

Deputy Assistant Administr~tor
For Science And Technology
Headquarters Offices:
Resource

Investi~tions

Data And Information
Manaaement

International Fisheries
~~lization

Research

Protected Species And
Habitat Conservation
Enforcement
Field Offices:
Northeast Reqion

Field Offices:
~~ortheast

Fisheries Center

Southeasc Reglon

Southeast Fisheries Center

Southwest Region

Southwest Fisheries Center

Northwest Region

North\'lest and Alaska
Fisheries Center

Alaska Reqion
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~'IGURE 3:

ORGANIZA'rION FDR NMFS FISHERIES RESEARCH3l4

NOAA Assistant Administrator For Fisheries

. I

Deputy AsS1Stant Administrator
For SClence And Technoloav
Headquarters Offices:
Resource Investigations
Data And Infonnation
_

Management~

utilization Research
Field Offices:

Field Offices:
Northea3t
Fisheries
Center
(Woods Hole,

MA)

Labs:

_. Woods Hole,

MA

Narraq~1sett,

Southwest
Fisheries
Center
(La Jolla,

Southeast
Fisheries
center
(Miami, FL)

RI

Milford, CT

CA)

Labs:

Ml.ami, FL

La

Pascaqoula, MS

Honolulu, HI

_ _Pa.."1ama City, FL
Gal ves ton, TX

OXford, MD

Charleston,
Beaufort, NC

sc

Alaska
Fisheries
Center
(Seattle, WA)
Labs:

~ ·
Lab .:>.

Sandy Hook, NJ

r--Gloucester, MA

Northwes t &

Jolla, CA

Tiburon, CA
1------------

Seattle, WA
Kodiak, AI<

Auke Bay, AI<

Pacific
Fisheries
Environmental
Group
Monter~,

CA

: Bay St. Louis, MS **
National
Sys terrmatics
Laboratory - Wa3h., OC
Atlantic Environmental
Group - Narragan3ett, RI*

* Tne Atlantic Environmental Groun has been assimilated into the Northeast Center and is now known as the Environmental Procesues Division.
** The facility at Bay st. Louis is scheduled for closing this year.
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FIGURE 4:

Budget Activity:

NMFS Burx;ET315

Marine Fishery Resource Programs

(Millions of dollars)
Budget Subactivity
and Line Item

FY 1983
(actual)

FY 1984
(actual )

FY 1985
(actual)

FY 1986*
FY 1987*
(available) (proposal

Information Collection
and Analyses
-Resource Infonnation
-Fishecies Industry
Information
-Information Analysis
and Dissemination

43.9

45.6

54.5

68.1

42.8

9.4

8.9

9.4

8.9

5.9

17.9

17.8

18.5

18.0

16.7

71.2

72.3

82.4

95.0

65.4

31.0

34.2

29.6

26.7

13.8

30.1

7.0

4.6

3.7

3.7

4.8

4.6

5.4

5.3

3.1

7.7

7.6

7.4

7.5

7.7

73.6

53.4

47.0

43.2

28.3

-Grants to States
7.0
-Fisheries Developnent
programs
10.3
-Financial Services
Progr~n Administration
.6

9.7

8.0

10.5

0

11.3

13.5

12.7

3.0

.5

.4

.7

17.9

21.5

21.9

23.9

162.7

147.2

151.3

162.1

Subactivity Tbtal
Conservation &
Management ~rations
-Fisheries Management
Programs
-protected Species
Management
-Habitat Conservation
-Enforcement and
Surveillance
Subactivity 'Do tal
§.tate and Indus try
~sistanc~ programs

Subactivity Tbtal
OCTNITY IDTAL

*

0

3·_L
96.7

Budget figures are fran the FY 1987 NOAA Budget Estimate, 1986 Grarrm
Rudman Hollings cuts are not shown.
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FIGURE 5:

FISHERY RESEARCH EUNDINGAND PERS~'NE.L31O

Budget Activity:

Marine Fishery Resource Programs

(Millions of Dollar3)
Budget Subactivity
Line Item
(Sub Line Item)
Information Collection

IT 1985
(actual)
Funds
Positions
an~

FY 1986
(available)
Funds

POditions

Analyses

Resource Information
- (Resource Surveys)

16.7

278

19.3

299

13.7

274

-(Fisheries Biology)

7.7

185

8.0

189

6.2

168

-(Protected Species
Biology)

6.0

61

6.0

63

3.5

60

-(Anadromous Fisheries
Research)

3. 7

46

15.7

101

13.2

91

- (S tock Enhancemen t &

5.6

58

3.3

28

o

0

14.8

224

15.0

236

6.3

164

9.4

112

8.9

114

5.9

92

18.5

315

18.0

299

16.7

230

Disease Research)
-(Fishery Ecology a~d
Habitat Research)
Fishery Industry
Information
Information Analyses
Dissernination

~ld

State and Industry Assistance Programs
Fisheries Developnent
Program

rorALEDR
FISHERIES RESEARCH

13.6

206

12.7

232

3.0

69

95.9

1485

106.9

1561

68.5

1148
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